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Abstract— In many practical applications besides a small

generalization error also the interpretability of classification

systems is of great importance. There is always a tradeoff among

these two properties of classifiers. The similarity measure in the

input space as defined by one of the most powerful classifiers,

the Random Forest (RF) algorithm, is used in this paper as

basis for the construction of Generalized Radial Basis Function

(GRBF) classifiers. Hereby, interpretability and a low general-

ization error can be achieved. The main idea is to approximate

the RF kernel by Gaussian functions in a GRBF network. This

way the GRBF network can be constructed to approximate

the conditional probability of each class given a query input.

Since each center in the GRBF is used for the representation

of the distribution of a single target class in a localized area

of the classifiers input space, interpretability can be achieved

by taking account for the membership of a query input to

the different localized areas. Whereas in most algorithms the

pruning technique is used only to improve the generalization

property, here a method is proposed how pruning can be applied

to additionally improve the interpretability. Another benefit

that comes along with the resulting GRBF classifier is the

possibility to detect outliers and to reject decisions that have a

low confidence. Experimental results underline the advantages

of the classification system.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HROUGHOUT this work, vectors and matrices are

denoted by lower and upper case bold letters, and

random variables are written using sans serif fonts. Given

a training set S = {[xT
1 , y1]

T, . . . , [xT
M , yM ]T}, where

[xT
m, ym]T, m = 1, . . . , M , are realizations of i. i. d. random

variables [xT
m, ym]T, with xm ∈ R

N and ym ∈ {c1, . . . , cK},

classifiers implement the mapping

g : R
N → {c1, . . . , cK}, x �→ ŷ, (1)

such that the classification risk R(g) = Ex,y {L(y, g(x))},

also called generalization error, which is defined as the

expectation over the x , y-space of a loss function L(y, g(x))
is minimized. Hereby, L(y, g(x)) measures the cost of de-

ciding the class label ŷ = g(x) for the input x , when the

true value is y. Since the joint probability density function

required to compute Ex,y {L(y, g(x))} is not known in

general, the mapping g is computed based on the training

set, by minimizing the empirical risk Remp(g,S), which is

the sample mean of the risk based on the training set S.

The mapping g(x) can be realized by various algorithms,

e. g., Neural Networks (NN) [1], Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [2], Classification and Regression Trees (CART) [3],

Radial Basis Functions (RBF) [1], Random Forests (RF) [4],
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etc. In order to make sure that the computed mapping g
does not overfit the training set, but also generalizes well,

methods like cross-validation or the usage of a test set are

commonly applied to determine a fair estimate R̂(g) of R(g).
Another approach to describe the generalization property of

classifiers is the bias-variance decomposition of R(g). In

classification the risk R(g) does not decompose into a sum of

bias and variance as it is the case in regression tasks, but in

a fraction containing the bias and variance terms, such that

it is possible to reach the minimum of the generalization

error by decreasing only the variance [5]. This explains why

among the most powerful classifiers known nowadays there

are ensemble methods like the RF or the AdaBoost algorithm.

Using the 0/1-loss function, i. e., L(y, g(x)) = 0 only if

g(x) = y and L(y, g(x)) = 1 else, the classifier minimizing

the risk functional R(g)—the Bayes classifier—chooses that

class ck with maximal class conditional probability given the

input x, denoted by fy|x (y = ck|x = x). Therefore, many

classification methods compute—explicitly or implicitly—

estimates for fy|x (y = ck|x = x) and generate as output

for an input x the class label with the largest estimated

conditional probability [6].

The Generalized Radial Basis Functions (GRBF) pre-

sented in this work compute in a first step the vector u ∈ R
K

as linear combinations of the similarities sh(x , th) of x to

some predefined points th in the input space, called centers

or templates. The vector u ∈ R
K can then be transformed

into estimates of the class conditional probabilities fy|x (y =
ck|x = x). Fig. 1 shows the architecture of a GRBF

network for classification. The main difficulties in the GRBF

classifier construction are setting the value for the number

H of centers, determining the corresponding locations th of

centers in the input space, and defining a suitable similarity

measure sh(x , th) to compute the distances to centers. These
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Fig. 1. GRBF for classification

are the factors that determine the GRBF mapping g and

thus, the generalization performance. Some of the techniques

developed in order to determine the GRBF parameters are
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the k-means clustering procedure [7], the orthogonal least

squares method [8], genetic algorithms [9] or the expectation

maximization method [10]. The techniques differ in the way

how the parameters are initialized and adapted. A successful

initialization method has been introduced in [11], where a

decision tree is used to perform a partitioning of the input

space and for each region a center in a GRBF is created.

This method is related to the results in [12] which state that

supervised learning of center locations can be very important

for RBF learning.

This paper introduces a method to create an interpretable

GRBF classifier based on the RF kernel, which assures that

the classifier has a good generalization property. Moreover,

due to the localized nature of the radial basis functions it

is possible to make statements about the data that are not

possible with the RF algorithm. An interpretability similar

to those of fuzzy rules can be achieved for GRBF if some

constraints are set on the weights wk,h. In Section III this

topic is discussed in detail.

II. KERNELS DEFINED BY TREE ENSEMBLES

In this section similarity measures of tree ensembles with

focus on the RF algorithm are introduced. A main contribu-

tion of this section is the representation of the RF classifier

as kernel classifier. The RF algorithm is a randomized and

aggregated version of the CART algorithm strengthened by

the bagging (stands for bootstrap aggregating) technique. A

CART classifier gi has a tree structure consisting of nodes

and branches. A query input x starts at the first node, called

root node and falls down the tree according to the tree splits,

which are realized by IF − THEN − ELSE rules, until

the input reaches a terminal node, called leaf. The CART

classifier gi segments the whole input space R
N into a

number of ri disjoint regions Xi,j , j = 1, . . . , ri, which are

represented by the leafs and associates a class label to each

region. The region Xi,j and the corresponding leaf obtains

the label of the class with maximal estimated conditional

probability function in this region

f̂
(i)
y|x∈Xi,j

(y = ck|x ∈ Xi,j) =
M

(ck)
i,j

Mi,j

, (2)

where Mi,j denotes the number of examples xm in the

training set that lie in the j-th leaf and M
(ck)
i,j the number of

examples in the training set lying in the j-th leaf with label

ck. In order to understand how the CART algorithm can be

interpreted as a kernel classifier, the characteristic function

�i,j(x) of the j-th leaf is defined as in [13]

�i,j(x) =

{
1 x ∈ Xi,j

0 else,
(3)

and the classes ck are represented by the target unit vectors

ek ∈ {0, 1}K , which are all-zero vectors except for the k-th

entry which has the value 1. With

li(x) =

(
�i,1(x)√

Mi,1

, . . . ,
�i,ri

(x)√
Mi,ri

)T

∈ [0, 1]ri (4)

the vector of estimated conditional probabilities f̂i(x) =

[f̂
(i)
y|x (y = c1|x = x), . . . , f̂

(i)
y|x (y = cK |x = x)]T ∈ [0, 1]K

can then be computed as

f̂i(x)=

M∑
m=1

ek(m)l
T
i (xm)li(x)=

M∑
m=1

ek(m)κi(xm,x), (5)

where ek(m) is the target unit vector corresponding to the

input xm. Eq. (5) reveals that the CART algorithm can be

interpreted as a kernel algorithm with the kernel

κi(xm,x) =

{
1/Mi,j x,xm ∈ Xi,j

0 else.
(6)

Thus, the CART kernel is piecewise constant, since for

x,xm ∈ Xi,j it has the value 1/Mi,j . Therefore, the

initialization of a GRBF network with a decision tree by

creating a center for each region Xi,j as described in [11],

attempts to approximate the piecewise constant kernel of a

decision tree by Gaussian radial basis functions.

The idea underlying the RF algorithm is to construct a

large number B of classifiers with low bias which differ

from each other by the introduction of random elements and

to take then a majority vote among the individual classifiers.

If one uses B full grown CART classifiers gi in the ensemble,

i. e., each leaf in each tree contains only examples that belong

to one class, with each tree containing random elements, e. g.,

the bootstrap procedure to determine the training set for each

tree, one obtains the RF algorithm introduced by Breiman

in [4]. It is proven in [4] that the algorithm does not overfit

as more trees are added to the RF. The step of taking the

majority vote among the B CART classifiers reduces the

variance of the RF classifier considerably without increasing

its bias compared to the bias of the individual classifiers

gi [13]. Thus, one obtains a classifier with low bias and low

variance leading to a small generalization error.

In [13] an expression for the kernel of an ensemble of

trees for regression tasks has been introduced, assuming that

each tree uses the whole set S in the training phase. Applied

to classification tasks the vector of estimated conditional

probabilities using an ensemble of trees, where each tree is

built from the whole set S, can be computed as

f̂ET(x) =

M∑
m=1

ek(m)l
T
ET(xm)lET(x) = (7)

=

M∑
m=1

ek(m)κET(xm,x), (8)

with

lET(x) =

[
lT1 (x)√

B
, . . . ,

lTB(x)√
B

]T
∈ [0, 1]

B
i=1 ri . (9)

The vector lET(x) is a sparse vector having only B entries

which are nonzero, since each vector li(x) is sparse with

only one entry different from zero. Using full grown trees,

by taking the majority vote among the B classifiers for a

query input x one chooses the class with largest estimated
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conditional probability f̂
(ET)
y|x (y = ck|x = x), which is stored

in f̂ET(x). Thus, the kernel for such an ensemble of trees is

κET(xm,x) = lTET(xm)lET(x) =
1

B

B∑
i=1

κi(xm,x). (10)

If B is finite the kernel κET(xm,x) is piecewise constant, but

compared to the CART algorithm a much finer segmentation

of the input space with regions of constant value κET(xm,x)
is realized.

The kernel from Eq. (10) is not valid for the RF algorithm

since here the bootstrap procedure is applied for each tree.

The majority vote among the B trees in the RF corresponds

to choosing that class ck whose entry in the vector of

estimated conditional probabilities f̂RF(x) is maximal. The

vector f̂RF(x) is computed as

f̂RF(x) =
1

B

B∑
i=1

∑
xm∈S(i)

ek(m)κi(xm,x), (11)

=

M∑
m=1

ek(m)κRF(xm,x), (12)

with

κRF(xm,x) =
1

B

B∑
i=1

βm,iκi(xm,x), (13)

where S(i) represents the training set for the i-th tree

obtained with the bootstrap method and βm,i stands for the

number of drawings of xm in S(i). Thus, due to the bootstrap

procedure for each tree about 0.36M factors βm,i are zero.

It should be noted that the inner sum in Eq. (11) is an unit

vector for each full grown tree. Although it is simple to take

the majority vote among B trees and thus to classify with the

RF, it is computationally expensive to evaluate κRF(xm,x).
Therefore, the following RF-approximation of the vector of

class conditional probabilities is introduced:

f̃RF(x) = α
M∑

m=1

ek(m)κ̃RF(xm,x), (14)

with α being a normalizing factor that assures that the sum

over the entries in f̃RF(x) is one and

κ̃RF(xm,x)=
1

B

B∑
i=1

Mi,j(x)κi(xm,x)=
B′(x,xm)

B
. (15)

Hereby, Mi,j(x) denotes the number of training examples in

S(i) that lie in the same leaf as x, B′(x,xm) is the number

of trees in the RF in which x and xm lie in the same leaf and

κ̃RF(xm,x) stands for a kernel that is defined by the RF and

which has been introduced by Breiman [4] as the proximity

measure prox(xm,x) = B′(x,xm)/B. Since κ̃RF(xm,x)
is a linear combination—with positive weights—of kernels

κi(xm,x), it is also a valid kernel [2].

The estimate from Eq. (14) is a M -nearest neighbor esti-

mate of the class conditional probabilities, where the neigh-

borhood relations are defined by the RF kernel κ̃RF(xm,x).

Since both f̂RF(x) and f̃RF(x) are based on the intrinsic

similarity measure of the RF, due to computational and book-

keeping complexity in the following the kernel κ̃RF(xm,x)
will be used to describe the RF neighborhood relations in

the input space instead of κRF(xm,x).
In [14] an in-depth analysis of the case B → ∞ is carried

out. A main result states that for the assumptions of having

a uniform prior distribution fx(x = x), an infinite number

of training examples, i. e., M → ∞, and a RF where each

tree has ri = T leafs and which is constructed with a high

degree of randomization, the RF kernel can be approximated

by

κ
(∞)
RF (xm,x) ≈ exp

(
−λ

N∑
n=1

|xm,n − xn|
)

. (16)

Hereby, λ = log(T )/N is a parameter which defines the

sharpness of the kernel. If the assumptions do not hold but

still a RF with B → ∞ is considered, it is shown in [13]

based on the work of Zhao [15] that κ
(∞)
RF (xm,x) is still a

continuous and piecewise linear kernel.

In practice the number B of trees is finite and thus, the

kernel from Eq. (10) for ensemble of trees that do not use the

bootstrap procedure or the kernels from Eqs. (13) and (15)

can be used to represent the piecewise constant similarity

measure in the input space.

III. GRBF BASED ON THE RF KERNEL

The GRBF algorithm considered in this work implements

the similarities sh(x , th) to the centers th by the Gaussian

functions

sh(x , th) = exp
(−γ(x − th)TAT

h Ah(x − th)
)
, (17)

where γ > 0 and Ah ∈ R
N×N is a matrix that linearly

transforms input vectors x
′ into the vectors Ahx

′. With

respect to the metric ||x−th||2Ah
= (x−th)TAT

h Ah(x−th)
the Gaussian function from Eq. (17) is radial and thus, the

resulting classifier represents a GRBF. As shown in Fig. 1

the output u ∈ R
K , which can be transformed into the

vector of estimated conditional probabilities f̂GRBF(x), can

be computed as

u = W s, (18)

where W ∈ R
K×H is the weight matrix with the (k, h)-

th entry being wk,h and s = [s1(x , t1), . . . , sH(x , tH)]T ∈
(0, 1)H denotes the similarity of input vector x to the H
centers.

The proposed strategy in order to determine the GRBF

parameters H , th, C−1
h = AT

h Ah, wk,h and γ is discussed

in the following. In a first step the RF kernel κ̃RF(xm1
,xm2

)
is used to compute H , th, and C−1

h . The RF neighborhood

relations among the training points are described by the val-

ues κ̃RF(xm1
,xm2

) ∈ [0, 1], with xm1
,xm2

∈ S such that a

class-specific clustering of the input space can be computed.

Algorithm 1 shows how this class-specific clustering can be

implemented. The number of clusters that are generated for

class ck is denoted with Qk. The parameter τsim ∈ (0, 1) in
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Line 7 of Algorithm 1 is important since a large value of τsim

tends to produce a large number of clusters, each with few

input vectors. Since for each cluster a center in the GRBF

Algorithm 1 Clustering based on κ̃RF(xm1
,xm2

)

for all classes ck do

2: include all xm ∈ S belonging to ck into the set S(ck)

for all xm1
in S(ck) do

4: compute κ̃RF(xm1
,xm2

) for all xm2
∈ S(ck)

end for

6: while S(ck) not empty do

− determine that xm′ ∈ S(ck) which has the largest

number of similar inputs xm ∈ S(ck). The inputs

xm′ and xm are similar if κ̃RF(xm′ ,xm) > τsim

8: − let xm′ from Line 7 and inputs which are similar

to it build a new cluster and remove them from

S(ck)

end while

10: end for

is constructed, τsim controls the parameter H =
∑K

k=1 Qk.

This topic is discussed in more detail in Section IV. It should

be noted that at this stage an identification of outliers can be

performed. Outliers are those inputs xm̃ in the training set

with κ̃RF(xm̃,xm) < τsim for all m 	= m̃. Outliers and the

clusters generated by them are removed in order to increase

the robustness of the resulting classifier.

Denoting with S(q,k) the set of input vectors xm ∈ S
which belong to the q-th cluster of the k-th class, the

parameters th and C−1
h in the GRBF corresponding to this

cluster are computed according to

th =
1

|S(q,k)|
∑

xm∈S(q,k)

xm,

Ch =
1

|S(q,k)| − 1

∑
xm∈S(q,k)

(xm − th)(xm − th)T, (19)

where |S(q,k)| stands for the number of input vectors in

S(q,k). With xm ∈ S(q,k) being realizations of random

variables with the same distribution, th and Ch from Eq. (19)

represent the sample mean and the sample covariance of

this distribution. Thus, the term (x − th)TAT
h Ah(x − th)

in Eq. (17) implements the squared Mahalanobis distance

between x and th.

In order to assure interpretability the weight wk,h combin-

ing the h-th similarity measure sh(x , th) with the k-th output

uk, must be determined in such a way that it has a positive

value if th is the center of a cluster belonging to class ck

and negative if th is the center of a cluster belonging to

another class than ck. In this way it can be stated that the

maximal output uk to an input x has the largest value due to

the fact that it is most similar to centers belonging to class

ck. The weights wk,h and the parameter γ are computed by

the minimization of

ε =
1

M

M∑
m=1

||um − ek(m)||2, (20)

with um = Wsm, sm ∈ (0, 1)H denoting the similarities of

the m-th input vector to the H centers. Due to the assignment

of each cluster to a single class in general the constraints with

respect to the positive or negative values of the weights wk,h

are fulfilled by the pseudoinverse solution:

W = EST(SST)−1, (21)

with E = [ek(1), . . . ,ek(M)] ∈ {0, 1}K×M and S =
[s1, . . . , sM ] ∈ (0, 1)H×M . If this is not the case one has to

compute the weights wk,h from the constrained linear least-

squares problem of minimizing ε such that

Pkw̃k ≤ 0H (22)

is fulfilled for all k = 1, . . . , K, with w̃k =
[wk,1, . . . , wk,H ]T ∈ R

H and Pk being a diagonal matrix

with entry [Pk]i,i = −1 if the i-th cluster belongs to class ck

and [Pk]i,i = 1 else. In the great majority of the experiments

that have been performed the constraints were fulfilled by the

pseudoinverse solution due to the class-specific construction

of the clusters.

Finally, the parameter γ is computed with the gradient

descent method in order to minimize ε. Since the values

sh(x , th) depend on γ, for the gradient descent method an

iteration index j must be introduced for γ,S,um,W and ε.

At each iteration the parameter γ is updated according to

γ(j+1) = γ(j) − μ
∂ε(j)

∂γ(j)
, (23)

where μ is the gradient descent step size and

∂ε(j)

∂γ(j)
= −tr{(U (j) − E)TW (j)(S(j) � D)}, (24)

with tr{·} denoting the trace operator, � the elementwise

multiplication, D ∈ R
H×M
+ the distance matrix with the

(h,m)-th entry (xm − th)TC−1
h (xm − th) and U (j) =

[u
(j)
1 , . . . ,u

(j)
M ] ∈ R

K×M .

The output u corresponding to an input x is not only

an estimate of the unit vector representation ek of the

corresponding target class ck, but also an estimate of the

vector f(x) containing the conditional probabilities fy|x (y =
ck|x = x). This is the basis of many classification algorithms

which use the mean squared error as empirical risk in order

to approximate the Bayes classier, since both the mini-

mization of Ex,y

{||W s − ek(y)||2
}

, ek(y) denoting the unit

vector representation of y, and of Ex,y

{||W s − f(x)||2}
lead to the same W . However, these methods require an

additional step that transforms the resulting output vector

u into estimates of the densities fy|x (y = ck|x = x)
which fulfill the properties of probabilities, i. e., the values

belong to the interval [0, 1] and the sum over all classes

leads to 1. To accomplish this step the so called confidence

mapping introduced in [16] is adopted. For each class ck

a mapping from R to the interval [0, 1] is performed by

taking into consideration the class-specific histograms. The

notation hist(uk|ck) is introduced for the number of training

examples belonging to class ck, whose k-th outputs lie in
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the same histogram bin as uk, and hist(uk|c̄k) denotes the

number of training examples belonging to another class than

ck and whose k-th outputs lie in the same histogram bin as

uk. Firstly, one has to compute for all inputs xm from the

training set the corresponding outputs uk,m = uk(xm) and

transform them into confidence values

cfdk(uk,m) =
hist(uk,m|ck)

hist(uk,m|ck) + hist(uk,m|c̄k)
∈ [0, 1]. (25)

In order to obtain a smooth monotonically increasing map-

ping cnfk(uk) = cnfk(uk,m,pk) from R to the interval [0, 1]
the values cfdk(uk,m) are used for the minimization of the

cost function

Fk(pk)=

M∑
m=1

hist(uk,m) (cnfk(uk,m,pk) − cfdk(uk,m))
2
,

(26)

where hist(uk,m) = hist(uk,m|ck) + hist(uk,m|c̄k) and pk

stands for the free parameters in the mapping cnf(uk,m).
In [16] cnf(uk,m) consists of three pieces, which are chosen

in such a way that the first derivative of cnf(uk,m) exists:

a lower sigmoidal part, a straight line part and an upper

sigmoidal part. This way the parameters pk can be computed

with the gradient descent method.

The remaining requirement of obtaining estimates of the

conditional probabilities that sum up to 1, is achieved by

normalizing the values cnfk(uk(x)):

f̂
(GRBF)
y|x (y = ck|x = x) =

cnfk(uk(x))∑K

k=1 cnfk(uk(x))
. (27)

The values f̂
(GRBF)
y|x (y = ck|x = x) build the vector of

estimated conditional probabilities f̂GRBF(x), which is used

for classification by assigning that class ck to an input x

whose corresponding entry in f̂GRBF(x) is maximal.

It should be noted that f̂
(GRBF)
y|x (y = ck|x = x) can only

be a reliable estimate of fy|x (y = ck|x = x) in those regions

of the input space where enough training data is available.

Due to the localized nature of the generalized radial basis

functions it is possible to identify whether a query input x

belongs to a region of the input space R
N where the estimates

f̂
(GRBF)
y|x (y = ck|x = x) are not reliable. This is the case if

all confidence values cnfk(uk(x)), k = 1, . . . , K are small.

Thus, if all values cnfk(uk(x)) lie below a given threshold

τcnf, this indicates that the training data is not suitable for

reliable statistics on the input x and a decision for the class

to which x belongs should be rejected.

A second possibility to identify whether a decision

should be rejected is obtained by analyzing the estimates

f̂
(GRBF)
y|x (y = ck|x = x). If there is no dominating value in

the vector f̂GRBF(x) this indicates that the input x lies at the

border between regions that belong to different classes and

it is useful to reject the decision if the costs associated to

a reject are lower than the costs associated to a misclassi-

fication. Denoting with f̂
(GRBF)
y|x (y = ck1

|x = x) the largest

and with f̂
(GRBF)
y|x (y = ck2

|x = x) the second largest entry in

f̂GRBF(x) a decision should be rejected if the absolut value

of the difference between the two estimates is lower than a

threshold τrej.

confidence
mapping

normali-
zationGRBF max(·)x

reject reject

u cnf(u) f̂GRBF(x)

ck

Fig. 2. GRBF with reject option

Fig. 2 summarizes the stages in the GRBF classification

process. The GRBF design proposed in this work inherits

the good generalization property of the RF classifier by

approximating its neighborhood relations in the input space

but additionally offers advantages that RF do not have. The

first main advantage is the interpretability which is realized

by the similarity to class-specific templates in the input space.

The interpretability must be understood here as a statement

of the form: “The query input x obtains the class label ck

because it is close to at least one center th that belongs

to class ck and far away from the centers that belong to

the other classes”. Of course the centers to which x is

similar can be specified. If these centers are interpretable

than also the similarity to them is interpretable. The second

advantage is the reduced computational complexity of the

trained classifiers. Another useful property of the GRBF

is the ability to recognize that a query input has a small

similarity to all training examples, offering the possibility to

reject a decision for such an input. Additionally it should be

mentioned that by using the RF algorithm as part of the

design process for GRBF networks, one can determine a

suitable input space by performing feature selection, which

is a main part in the construction of classification systems.

In the 2003 NIPS competition on feature selection in high

dimensional data the top entries used the RF algorithm.

IV. PRUNING

In this section it will be discussed how the parameter

τsim should be chosen in Alg. 1, because this question leads

to the tradeoff between low generalization error rate and

interpretability. A large value of τsim yields a large number

of centers in the GRBF classifier. Although a larger number

of centers assures a better approximation of the RF similarity

measure—examples must be very close to each other in terms

of the RF neighborhood relations in order to belong to the

same cluster—it also means an increased variance in the

bias-variance framework and a reduced interpretability. The

strategy proposed in order to deal with this tradeoff is to

assign a high value to τsim and to prune the resulting GRBF

as much as possible while assuring a good generalization

performance.

To prune a GRBF an impurity measures can be used

that indicates how many examples from other classes are

in a cluster that belongs to class ck. The following impurity

measure is used for the h-th cluster:

imph = 1 −
(
|S(ck)

h |
|Sh|

)2

, (28)
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where |S(ck)
h | is the number of elements in the set containing

the training examples xm that lie in the h-th cluster and

belong to class ck, and |Sh| is the number of elements in the

set of all training examples xm that lie in the h-th cluster.

An input x lies in the h-th cluster if its similarity sh(x , th)
is larger than the similarity of the most distant training input

that was used to compute the mean and covariance matrix for

this cluster, to th. The merging of two clusters belonging to

the same class is performed by combining the corresponding

sets Sh and Sh′ to Sh,h′ = Sh ∪ Sh′ . Analogously the set

S(ck)
h,h′ = S(ck)

h ∪ S(ck)
h′ is constructed. Then, as in Eq. (28)

the impurity imph,h′ is computed using Sh,h′ and S(ck)
h,h′ .

Alg. 2 describes the steps required to determine which two

clusters should be merged such that the sum of the impurities

in all clusters after the pruning of one center in the GRBF is

minimal. The parameters th,h′ and Ch,h′ that are required for

the similarity sh,h′(x, th,h′) to the newly created center th,h′

are computed as the sample mean and the sample covariance

matrix from the set S(ck)
h,h′ according to Eq. (19).

Algorithm 2 Pruning strategy for GRBF

for all clusters h = 1, . . . , H do

2: find the center th′ , h′ 	= h belonging to the same class

as th with largest value sh(th′ , th)
merge the h-th with the h′-th cluster, compute imph,h′

and undo the merging

4: end for

prune the GRBF by merging those clusters h and h′

which lead to the smallest impurity imph,h′

In order to determine a suitable number of centers for a

given application the V -fold cross validation method with the

0/1-loss is used. For each fold one starts with a large value of

τsim such that a large number of clusters is generated. Then,

by applying Alg. 2 the number of clusters is reduced until

there remains a single cluster per class. For each number of

clusters Hi the risk R(Hi) is estimated as the average over

the V values R̂(v)(Hi), which represents an estimate of the

GRBF risk with Hi clusters obtained by using the the v-th

fold. Based on the estimates R̂(Hi) of R(Hi) the smallest

number of centers Hopt that still leads to an acceptably small

risk R̂(Hopt) is chosen and a GRBF with a large number of

centers is created using the whole training set S. Then, with

Alg. 2 the number of centers is reduced to Hopt, such that the

final GRBF classifier is obtained. A good estimate of the risk

for the final GRBF classifier is given by the value R̂(Hopt).
The total number of RF classifiers that must be computed to

implement this method is V + 1.

A. Example

The following example illustrates the pruning procedure

for a two-dimensional classification problem. The training set

consists of 320 two-dimensional inputs belonging to class c1

and 320 belonging to class c2, such that they form a spiral

as shown on the left of Fig. 3. It should be noted that the

generation of GRBF networks based on the RF kernel is not

limited to two classes or two-dimensional spaces. On the

right side of Fig. 3 the decisions of a RF with B = 100 are

plotted for the input space, where the white area represents

class c1 and the black area class c2.

Fig. 3. Spiral training set and RF decisions

Setting τsim = 0.5, i. e., inputs belong to the same cluster

only if they land in the same leaf in more than 50% of the

trees, generates a GRBF with 21 centers, which leads to the

partitioning of the input space that is shown in Fig. 4. On

the left hand side of the figure four different regions can be

differentiated. The black area indicates that for all inputs x

lying here a decision is rejected since all confidence values

cnfk(uk(x)), k = 1, 2 are small and thus, the estimates

f̂
(GRBF)
y|x (y = ck|x = x) are not reliable. The bright grey area

denotes those regions in the input space that are assigned to

class c1 and the dark grey area denotes those regions that

are assigned to class c2. Finally, the white area marks the

border between the two classes, where a decision is rejected

since there is no dominating estimated class conditional

probability. On the right side of Fig. 4 level curves with

equal similarity are shown for all H = 21 centers. This

representation visualizes the GRBF neighborhood relations

in the input space as they are extracted from the RF kernel.

Fig. 4. GRBF: H = 21 centers, τsim = 0.5

In Fig. 5 the partitioning of the input space as well as the

level curves of equal similarity are shown after the pruning

from H = 21 to H = 10 centers. Additional pruning leads

Fig. 5. Pruned GRBF: H = 10 centers

to an estimated risk that is large compared to the risk for

H = 10, indicating that the pruning should be stopped. It

can be seen from the level curves that the similarity measures

are intuitive.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section the RF-based GRBF algorithm is compared

to other state of the art algorithms by presenting its perfor-

mance on various datasets where interpretability is desired.

It will be shown that the GRBF algorithm achieves approx-

imately the same generalization error rate and offers addi-

tionally the advantages of interpretability and reduced com-

putational complexity. A detailed description of the first four

benchmark datasets, classification results with state of the art

algorithms, and the method adopted to estimate the general-

ization error—a cross-validation technique with 100 folds—

can be found at http://ida.first.fraunhofer.de/projects/bench/.
The fifth dataset describes a car crash severity classifi-

cation task. Each example in the dataset is based on real

signals from 4 deceleration sensors during a front-crash test.

Depending on the crash severity it is required to activate

safety-systems, e. g., belt pretensioners or airbags. State-of-

the-art algorithms for crash classification [17] define sets

of rules such that the requirements for the available crash

test measurements are fulfilled. Hereby, the choice the rules

are based on empirical experience. In this work only basic

knowledge about the process, e. g., the accumulated energy

of a signal in a window of fixed-length is larger for crashs

with high relative velocity than for crashs with low relative

velocity, has been used in the construction of the feature

vector x . Then, the classification step is performed using

a GRBF which is constructed as described in the previous

sections. The time instance during a crash which is used

to trigger the generation of x and the GRBF classifier is

determined using a segmentation algorithm. After a feature

selection step the dimensionality of the input space has been

reduced to 3, i.,e., x ∈ R
3, which also offers the oportunity

to validate the resulting GRBF classifier by visualization.

The considered task is a 5-class problem where each class

represents a different crash severity: frontcrash with 0◦

angle of impact at low speed, frontcrash with 0◦ angle of

impact at high speed, frontcrash with 30◦ angle of impact at

medium speed, frontcrashs with offset deformable barriers

and misuses. The dataset contains 62 examples, each from

a different crash. The generalization error is also estimated

using 100 folds. Hereby, each fold consists of 45 training

samples and 17 test samples. The training set in each of the

folds contains randomly chosen examples from all 5 classes.

The car crash classification task has the peculiarity that the

estimation of the crash severity becomes easier the more

time passes after the collision. Therefore, classifiers which

can reject a decision with little confidence are advantageous

since they indicate that there is not enough information in

the observed time series to make a reliable decision. In

such cases the classifier can be triggered again at a later

time instance or a threshold classifier that fires deployment

systems only for crashes with high severity can be activated.

One advantage of the GRBF algorithm is the possibility

to reject decisions as described in Section III. In order to be

able to compare the performance of the algorithm with results

from other classifiers which do not offer this opportunity the

following estimate for the error is introduced

R̂′ =
Mt,nc − Mt,r

Mt − Mt,r

, (29)

with Mt being the number of test samples in each cross-

validation fold, Mt,nc the number of test samples that were

not identified correctly, and Mt,r the number of test samples

that are rejected by the GRBF classifier. Thus, R̂′ represents

the misclassification error among those test inputs that are

not rejected.

The classification performance of the SVM, RF, 1-Nearest

Neighbor (1NN) and GRBF algorithm for the five datasets

are given in Table I. Hereby, the mean of the estimated

generalization error R̂ and the standard deviation over the

100 folds are specified. If a Z-test is used to evaluate

the difference between the classifiers, the GRBF algorithm

performs better at the 0.05 significance level than the SVM

classifier for the diabetis and thyroid data set, and better than

the 1NN classifier for the breast cancer, diabetis, heart and

thyroid data set. However, the main result is that the GRBF

algorithm leads to similar performance as state of the art

classifiers while offering the advantage of interpretability.

breast cancer

R̂SVM R̂RF R̂1NN R̂′

GRBF

0.260 ± 0.047 0.249 ± 0.046 0.327 ± 0.049 0.265 ± 0.053

diabetis

R̂SVM R̂RF R̂1NN R̂′

GRBF

0.235 ± 0.017 0.242 ± 0.018 0.301 ± 0.021 0.221 ± 0.031

heart

R̂SVM R̂RF R̂1NN R̂′

GRBF

0.160 ± 0.033 0.173 ± 0.034 0.232 ± 0.037 0.157 ± 0.038

thyroid

R̂SVM R̂RF R̂1NN R̂′

GRBF

0.048 ± 0.022 0.047 ± 0.023 0.044 ± 0.022 0.031 ± 0.019

car crash

R̂SVM R̂RF R̂1NN R̂′

GRBF

0.114 ± 0.069 0.168 ± 0.075 0.116 ± 0.064 0.115 ± 0.079

TABLE I

ESTIMATED GENERALIZATION ERROR

The SVM and the 1NN algorithms from the Matlab Spider

toolbox [18] and an own implementation of the RF and

GRBF algorithms in Matlab have been used to compute

the results from Table I. Additionally to the SVM results,

on the website mentioned above the performances of other

algorithms like AdaBoost or regular RBF networks are

presented. Their generalization error estimates are very close

to those of the SVM classifier. It should be mentioned that

for all these state of the art algorithms a number of iteration

steps is required, in order to adapt their meta-parameters,

e. g., the number of centers in regular RBF networks or the

parameter C in SVM [19]. Thus, all these classifiers offer

slightly optimistic estimates of the generalization error and

come along with the effort of performing the iteration steps

for setting the meta-parameters. On the other hand, for all
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datasets, no adaptation of parameters is necessary for the RF

algorithm. Given a RF classifier the only parameter that has

to be set in order to generate a GRBF network is the value

of τsim. As already mentioned in the previous section it is

recommended to start with a high value of τsim and then to

prune the network in order to obtain a better interpretability

and lower variance. However, the meaning of “high” depends

on the dataset and it should be taken into account that the

higher τsim, the higher the number of identified outliers—an

outlier being defined as in Section III based on the RF kernel.

The method applied in this work is to set τsim such that the

number of outliers is less than 9% of the training data.

breast cancer diabetis heart thyroid car crash

Mt 77 300 100 75 17

Mt,nc 27.89 105.40 22.82 7.57 4.54

Mt,r 10.21 50.08 8.49 5.42 2.86

TABLE II

VALUES OF MT,NC AND MT,R FOR R̂′

GRBF

The mean values of Mt,nc and Mt,r among the 100 folds

used to compute R̂′
GRBF from Table I, which is the mean of

the values R̂′ in the 100 folds, are given in Table II.

Unlike state of the art algorithms which offer low gen-

eralization error rates, the proposed GRBF network allows

interpretability. Not only this fact but also the reduced

computational complexity underlies its advantage. The RF

algorithm requires the evaluation of many CART classifiers,

nearest neighbor algorithms require a comparison with every

sample in the training set and the number of support vectors

in SVM is in general considerable higher than the number

H of centers in RF-based GRBF networks. For example, in

breast cancer diabetis heart thyroid car crash

�SV 115.73 265 82.80 30.02 18.83

H 7 17 7 4 6

TABLE III

NUMBER OF SUPPORT VECTORS VERSUS H

the above applications the mean number of support vectors

versus the number of centers is given in Table III.

In safety critical applications both interpretability and a

low generalization error rate at low computational costs

are desirable. The RF-based GRBF algorithm fulfills these

requirements being a suitable solution for applications where

the classifier can be computed off-line. For example, in the

car crash severity identification task only the resulting GRBF

classifier must be integrated in a control box and not the

computation of the RF-kernels or the pruning stage.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new method to compute GRBF classifiers using the

RF kernel has been introduced. The advantages of the

algorithm are its high generalization accuracy inherited from

the RF classifier, combined with the opportunity to obtain

interpretability. Moreover, the proposed algorithm offers the

possibility to detect outliers, which can be used to increase

the robustness, and to reject decisions that have a low confi-

dence. The trained algorithm also comes along with a small

computational complexity compared to other powerful state

of the art algorithms. All these properties make the RF-based

GRBF classifier suitable for many practical applications. The

good performance of the algorithm has been demonstrated

using four benchmark datasets and a car crash dataset.
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